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RACIAL JUSTICE CURRICULUM MAP

Following this developmental sequence is important for children to grasp concepts at their approximate age levels. At times, lessons may be repeated for some children, depending on their attendance and classroom groupings. In those events, please indicate to children, families and teachers that children bring a deeper understanding of concepts learned previously. In addition, their input helps other children in their learning.

A SPIRIT PLAY
(ages 4-5)
Content: fictional stories illustrating racial justice through play

B LOWER ELEMENTARY
Grades K-2
(ages 6-9)
Content:
Skin shade differences and family styles; respect for all; valuing cultures and practices; The Case for Loving; the hurt of judging; justice for all
getting to know a person and not judging by appearance; willing and unwilling immigrants, freedoms and loss of freedom, Ruby Bridges, human rights, white privilege and white supremacy

C UPPER ELEMENTARY
Grades 3-5
(ages 8-11)
Content:
noticing/appreciating skin shades and identities, developing empathy, slavery, segregation/Jim Crow (Green Book), civil rights movement, action
controversial historical monuments, the wealth gap, equity and equality, stereotyping, responding to bias and bullying